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Observed with a mini structure: mirror ~1.2 m ∅ 
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Advanced Studies and Technology 
Preparation Division

3

EUCLID Assessment Studies
The EUCLID spacecraft concept proposed by 

ASTRIUM is based on:

- a payload module integrating a telescope based on 

SiC mirror technology,

- a service module with an attitude and orbit control 

system based on cold-gas and milli-Newton thrusters

The achievable sky coverage in a 4.5 yr survey was 

estimated to 13000 deg² (TBC) with a solar aspect 

angle of 90 deg.

Increase of the sky coverage with variable sun aspect 

angle was judged possible but not supported by 

conclusive analysis.

Advanced Studies and Technology 
Preparation Division

4

EUCLID Assessment Studies
The EUCLID spacecraft concept proposed by 
TAS was based on:

- a payload module integrating a telescope based 
on Zerodur mirror technology,

- a service module with an attitude and orbit 
control system based on reaction wheel 
actuators.

The achievable sky coverage in a 4.5 yr survey is 
estimated to 14000 deg² (TBC) with a solar 
aspect angle of 90 deg.

Increase of the sky coverage with variable sun 
aspect angle was judged possible but not 
supported by conclusive analysis.

•  Giga structures-years-pc-samples.. 
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The First Sources of Light and the End of the Cosmic Dark Ages  

Following the recombination and the formation of the first atoms, the early universe was a nearly 
formless primordial soup of dark matter and gas: there were no galaxies, stars, or planets.  The 
background radiation had a temperature that quickly cooled to a temperature below that of the coolest 
stars and brown dwarfs known today. This was truly the dark ages. However, things began to change 
when the slightly denser regions left over from inflation began to contract under the relentless pull of 
gravity. It took a few hundred million years, but eventually these dense regions gave birth to a variety of 
objectsEthe first stars, and black holes which glowed through accretion of matterEso that the universe 
became filled with light (Figure 2-5). 

This event signaled the end of the dark age and the dawn of the universe as we know it today.  
This first generation of stars E made purely from the big bangIs residue of hydrogen and helium E may 
have been unusually massive and hot compared to todayIs stars like the Sun. Their intense ultraviolet 
light traveled out into the surrounding universe and  struck the atoms there, breaking many of them apart 
into nuclei and electrons. This key moment in cosmic history is therefore called the epoch of 
KreionizationM. The characterization of this transition and its spatial structure is being attempted by 
ground-based radio antennae.  

 
FIGURE�2�5�The�cosmic�timeline,�from�inflation�to�the�first�stars�and�galaxies�to�the�current�universe.�The�
change�in�the�vertical�width�represents�the�change�in�the�rate�of�the�expansion�of�the�universe,�from�
exponential�expansion�during�the�epoch�of�inflation�followed�by�long�period�of�a�slowing�expansion�
during�which�the�galaxies�and�large�scale�structures�formed�through�the�force�of�gravity,�to�a�recent�
acceleration�of�the�expansion�over�the�last�roughly�billion�years�due�to�the�mysterious�dark�energy.�
Credit:�NASA�Wilkinson�Microwave�Anisotropy�Probe�Science�Team.�
 

Giga €...
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Open Questions in Cosmology 

•   Nature of the Dark Energy  

•   Nature of the Dark Matter 

•   Initial conditions (Inflation Physics) 

•   Modifications to Gravity 

•   Formation and Evolution of Galaxies 

380,000 yr 
CMB last 
scattering 

surface 

EUCLID Wide 

NL Euclid Science Day  

•   Nature of the Dark Energy  

•   Nature of the Dark Matter 

•   Initial conditions (Inflation Physics) 

•   Modifications to Gravity 

•   Formation and Evolution of Galaxies 

•   Nature of the Dark Energy  

•   Nature of the Dark Matter 

•   Initial conditions (Inflation Physics) 

•   Modifications to Gravity 

•   Formation and Evolution of Galaxies 

Euclid will complement Planck/WMAP for late-time Universe   

“precise”  Cosmology

“precise” 

ignorance

Large ignorance on  
~95% of Universe 

content !!

~1/4=?

~2/3=?
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TABLE ES.2 Ground: Recommended Activities;Medium Scale 

Recommendationb Science 
Technical 

Riskc 

Appraisal of Costs 
Through Constructiona 

(U.S. Federal Share  
2012-2021) 

Appraisal of 
Federal Share of 

Annual 
Operations 

Costsd 
Page 

Reference 

CCAT 
- Science early 2020s 
- University-led, 33% 
federal share 

Submilimeter surveys 
enabling broad 
extragalactic, 
galactic, and outer-
solar-system science 

Medium $140M 
($37M) 

$7.5M 7-37 

 

a The surveyVs construction-cost appraisal for CCAT is based on CATE analysis and project input, in FY2010 dollars. 
b The surveyVs estimates of the schedule to first science are based on CATE analysis and project input.  
c The risk scale used was low, medium low, medium, medium high, and high. 
d The surveyVs appraisal of operations costs, in FY2010 dollars, is based on project input.  
 
 
 
 
TABLE ES.3 Ground: Recommended Activities;Large Scale (Priority Order) 

Recommendationb Science 
Technical 

Riskc 

Appraisal of Costs 
Through Constructiona 

(U.S. Federal Share  
2012-2021) 

Appraisal of 
Annual 

Operations 
Costsd 

(U.S. Federal 
Share)  

Page 
Reference 

1. LSST 
- Science late 2010s 
- NSF/DOE 

Dark energy, dark 
matter, time-variable 
phenomena, 
supernovas, Kuiper belt 
and near-Earth objects 

Medium 
low 

$465M 
($421M) 

$42M 
($28M) 

7-29 

2. Mid-Scale 
Innovations 
Program 
- Science mid-to-late 
2010s 

Broad science; peer-
reviewed program for 
projects that fall 
between the NSF MRI 
and MREFC limits 

N/A $93-200M 

 

 7-30 

3. GSMT 
- Science mid 2020s 
- Immediate partner 
down-select for 
~25% federal share 

Studies of the earliest 
galaxies, galactic 
evolution, detection and 
characterization of 
planetary systems 

Medium 
to 

Medium 
high  

$1.1B to $1.4B 
($257M - $350M) 

$36M to $55M 
($9M to $14M) 

7-32 

4. ACTA 
- Science early 
2020s 
- NSF/DOE; U.S. 
join European CTA 

Indirect detection of 
dark matter, particle 
acceleration and AGN 
science 

Medium 
low 

$400M 
($100M) 

Unknown 7-36 

a The surveyVs construction-cost appraisals for LSST, GSMT, and ACTA are based on CATE analysis and project input, in 
FY2010 dollars; cost appraisals for the Mid-Scale Innovations Program augmentation are committee-generated and based on 
available community input.  For GSMT the cost appraisals are $1.1 billion for GMT and $1.4 billion for TMT. Construction costs 
for GSMT could continue into the next decade, at levels up to $95 million for the federal share.  The share for the U.S. 
government is shown in parentheses where different from the total. 
b The surveyVs estimates of the schedule to first science are based on CATE analysis and project input.  
c The risk scale used was low, medium low, medium, medium high, and high. 
d The surveyVs appraisals for operations costs, in FY2010 dollars, are based on project input. The committee did not analyze these 
estimates in detail. For GSMT the range in operations costs is based on estimates from GMT ($36 million) and TMT ($55 
million). The share for the U.S. government is shown in parentheses where different from the total.
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observatories.  For NASA an annual budget of $5 million is recommended.  For DOE an annual funding 
level of $1 million is recommended for activities related to space-based research. 
  

Ground Projects @ Large @ in Rank Order 

Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST) 

LSST is a multipurpose observatory that will explore the nature of dark energy and the behavior 
of dark matter, and will robustly explore aspects of the time-variable universe that will certainly lead to 
new discoveries.  LSST addresses a large number of the science questions highlighted in this report.  An 
8.4-meter optical telescope to be sited in Chile, LSST will image the entire available sky every 3 nights.  
Over a 10-year lifetime, LSST will be a unique facility that, building on the success of the Sloan Digital 
Sky Survey, will produce a 100 billion megabyte publicly accessible database.  The project is relatively 
mature in its design.  The appraised construction cost is $465 million, of which the NSF and DOE 
portions are recommended at one-third each, with the remaining third coming from international and 
private partners.  The annual operations costs are estimated at $42 million, of which $28 million is 
recommended to be split between NSF and DOE.  The committee recommends that LSST be submitted 
immediately for NSFQs Major Research Equipment and Facilities Construction (MREFC) consideration 
with a view to achieving first light before the end of the decade.  Independent review judged the cost and 
schedule risk, as well as the technical risk, to be medium low. 

The top rank accorded to LSST is a result of (1) its compelling science case and capacity to 
address so many of the science goals of this survey and (2) its readiness for submission to the MREFC 
process as informed by its technical maturity, the surveyQs assessment of risk, and appraised construction 
and operations costs.  Having made considerable progress in terms of its readiness since the 2001 survey, 
the committee judged that LSST was the most Xready-to-go.Y 

 

Mid-Scale Innovations Program  

New discoveries and technical advances enable small to medium-scale experiments and facilities 
that advance forefront science.  A large number of compelling proposed research activities submitted to 
this survey were highly recommended by the Project Prioritization Panels, with costs ranging between the 
limits of the NSF Major Research Instrumentation and MREFC programs, $4 million to $135 million.  
The committee recommends a new competed program to significantly augment the current levels of NSF 
support for mid-scale programs.   An annual funding level of $40 million per year is recommended\just 
over double the amount currently spent on projects in this size category through a less formal 
programmatic structure. 

The principal rationale for the committeeQs ranking of the Mid-Scale Innovations Program is the 
many highly promising projects for achieving diverse and timely science. 
 

Giant Segmented Mirror Telescope (GSMT) 

Transformative advances in optical and infrared (OIR) astronomy are now possible by building 
adaptive optics telescopes with roughly 10 times the collecting area and up to 80 times the near-infrared 
sensitivity of current facilities.  These observatories will have enormous impact across a large swath of 
science and will greatly enhance the research that is possible with several other telescopes, especially 
JWST, the Atacama Large Millimeter Array (ALMA), and LSST.   A federal investment to provide 
access for the entire U.S. astronomy and astrophysics community to an optical-infrared 30-meter-class 
adaptive optics telescope is strongly recommended.  Two U.S.-led projects, the Giant Magellan Telescope 
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TABLE ES.4  Space: Recommended Activities:Medium-Scale (Priority Order) 

Recommendation Science Appraisal of Costsa Page Reference 
1. New Worlds 

Technology 
Development Program 

Preparation for a planet-
imaging mission beyond 2020, 
including precursor science 
activities 

$100-200M 
 

7-23 

2. Inflation Probe 
Technology 
Development Program 

CMB/inflation technology 
development and preparation 
for a possible mission beyond 
2020 

$60-200M 
 

7-24 

 

a The surveyVs cost appraisals are in FY2010 dollars and are committee-generated and based on available community input. 
 

 

 

 

 
TABLE ES.5  Space: Recommended Activities:Large-Scale (Priority Order) 

    Appraisal of Costsa  

Recommendation 
Launch 
Dateb Science 

Technical 
Riskc 

Total  
(U.S. share) 

U.S. share  
2012-2021 

Page 
Reference 

1. WFIRST 
- NASA/DOE 
collaboration 

2020 Dark energy, exoplanets, 
and infrared survey-
science 

Medium 
low 

$1.6B $1.6B 7-17 

 2. Augmentation to 
Explorer Program  

Ongoing Enable rapid response to 
science opportunities; 
augments current plan by 
2 MIDEXs, 2 SMEXs, and 
4 MoOs 

Low $463M $463M 7-19 

3. LISA 
- Requires ESA 
partnershipd 

2025 Open low-frequency 
gravitational-wave 
window for detection of 
black-hole mergers and 
compact binaries and 
precision tests of general 
relativity 

Mediume  $2.4B 
($1.5B) 

$852M 7-20 

4. IXO 
- Partnership with 
ESA and JAXAd 

2020s Black-hole accretion and 
neutron-star physics, 
matter/energy life cycles, 
and stellar astrophysics 

Medium 
high 

$5.0B 
($3.1B) 

$200M 7-21 

a The surveyVs cost appraisals for WFIRST, LISA, and IXO are based on CATE analysis and project input, in FY2010 dollars for 
phase B costs onward; cost appraisals for the Explorer augmentation and the medium elements of the space program are 
committee-generated, based on available community input. The share for the U.S. government is shown in parentheses where 
different from the total. The U.S. share includes an allowance for extra costs incurred as a result of partnering. 
b The surveyVs estimate of the schedule to launch is the earliest possible based on CATE analysis and project input.   
c The risk scale used was low, medium low, medium, medium high, and high. 
d Note that the LISA and IXO recommendations are linked:both are dependent on mission decisions by ESA. 
e Technical risk assessment of dmediume is contingent on a successful LISA Pathfinder mission. 
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universe, technology and software, public-private and international partnerships, frequent opportunities 
for new medium-scale instrumentation on the ground and in space, and interdisciplinary work, especially 
work involving connections between astrophysics and physics. 

Finally, a key concern of the committee?s is the stewardship of the present survey?s 
recommended program. Although a good-faith attempt has been made to provide answers to all the 
questions raised by the charge, it is in the very nature of research that unforeseen issues requiring 
community advice will arise.  In addition, there will be a need to monitor progress.  Accordingly, the 
survey will need stewardship over the coming decade in the form of strategic advice requested by but 
generated independent of the agencies supporting the field.    
 

RECOMMENDATION: NASA, NSF, and DOE should on a regular basis request advice 
from an independent standing committee constituted to monitor progress toward reaching 
the goals recommended in the decadal survey of astronomy and astrophysics, and to 
provide strategic advice to the agencies over the decade of implementation.  Such a decadal 
survey implementation advisory committee (DSIAC) should be charged to produce annual 
reports to the agencies, the Office of Management and Budget, and the Office of Science 
and Technology Policy, as well as a mid-decade review of the progress made.  The 
implementation advisory committee should be independent of the agencies and the agency 
advisory committees in its membership, management, and operation.   

 

PROPOSED PROGRAM OF ACTIVITIES 

The committee?s recommended program is presented in terms of specific space-based2 and 
ground-based projects and opportunities.  In space, large-scale activities are those having a total appraised 
cost exceeding $1 billion, while medium-scale activities have a total cost estimated to range from $300 
million to $1 billion.  On the ground, large-scale activities are those whose total cost is appraised to 
exceed $135 million, while medium-scale activities have a total cost in the range of $4 million to $135 
million.  All values are in FY2010 dollars. 3    
 

Space Projects U Large U in Rank Order 

Wide Field Infrared Survey Telescope (WFIRST) 

A 1.5-meter wide-field-of-view near-infrared-imaging and low-resolution-spectroscopy telescope, 
WFIRST will settle fundamental questions about the nature of dark energy, the discovery of which was 
one of the greatest achievements of U.S. telescopes in recent years.  It will employ three distinct 
techniquesPmeasurements of weak gravitational lensing, supernova distances, and baryon acoustic 
oscillationsPto determine the effect of dark energy on the evolution of the universe. An equally 

                                                      
2 Two space missions recommended in the 2001 decadal survey Astronomy and Astrophysics in the New 

MillenniumPnamely ARISE and EXISTPand one recommended by the 1991 The Decade of Discovery in 
Astronomy and Astrophysics survey, SIM, do not appear in this survey?s priorities.  The goals of ARISE have been 
largely subsumed by JAXA's VSOP-2 project and the SAMURAI proposal.  EXIST and SIM (now SIMLite) are not 
included in the recommended program for the decade, following the committee?s consideration of the strengths of 
competing compelling scientific opportunities and the highly constrained budget scenarios described in this report. 

3 All costs are given in FY2010 dollars.  A recommendation of level funding is equivalent to a recommendation 
of constant level of effort.  Details on the methodology used to assess cost and schedule risk and technical readiness 
are provided in Chapter 7 and Appendix C.  Cost and schedule risk was assessed relative to project estimates.  
Technical readiness was assessed independent of cost.  The risk scale used was low, medium low, medium, medium 
high, and high. 

DE as TOP 
priority  
both for  
Ground 
and 
Space 
also  
across the  
Atlantic 
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1. Dark Energy & Dark Matter 
(Cosmology) ; Legacy  

2. Space imaging (morphology 
&  NIR) + Spectra:           
Grav. Lensing & BAO 

3.  2020-2025+

Euclid

1.Why!

2. How!

3.When
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Euclid Mission Summary 
 

Main�Scientific�Objectives
Understand the nature of Dark Energy and Dark Matter by: 

� Reach a dark energy FoM > 400 using only weak lensing and galaxy clustering; this roughly corresponds to 
1 sigma errors on wp and wa of 0.02 and 0.1, respectively. 

� Measure �, the exponent of the growth factor, with a 1 sigma precision of < 0.02, sufficient to distinguish 
General Relativity and a wide range of modified-gravity theories 

� Test the Cold Dark Matter paradigm for hierachical structure formation, and measure the sum of the 
neutrino masses with a 1 sigma precision better than 0.03eV. 

� Constrain ns, the spectral index of primordial power spectrum, to percent accuracy when combined with 
Planck, and to probe inflation models by measuring the non-Gaussianity of initial conditions parameterised 
by fNL to a 1 sigma precision of ~2. 

SURVEYS
 Area (deg2) Description 
Wide Survey 15,000 (required) 

20,000 (goal) 
Step and stare with 4 dither pointings per step. 

 
Deep Survey 40 In at least 2 patches of > 10 deg2 

2 magnitudes deeper than wide survey 
PAYLOAD

Telescope 1.2 m Korsch, 3 mirror anastigmat, f=24.5 m 
Instrument VIS NISP 
Field-of-View 0.787×0.709 deg2 0.763×0.722 deg2 
Capability Visual Imaging NIR Imaging Photometry 

 
NIR Spectroscopy 

Wavelength range 550– 900 nm Y (920-
1146nm), 

J (1146-1372 
nm)  

H (1372-
2000nm) 

1100-2000 nm 

Sensitivity 24.5 mag  
10� extended source 

24 mag 
5� point 
source 

24 mag 
5� point 
source 

24 mag 
5� point 
source 

3 10-16 erg cm-2 s-1 
3.5� unresolved line 
flux 

Detector 
Technology 

36 arrays 
4k×4k CCD 

16 arrays 
2k×2k NIR sensitive HgCdTe detectors 

Pixel Size 
Spectral resolution 

0.1 arcsec 0.3 arcsec 0.3 arcsec 
R=250 

SPACECRAFT
Launcher Soyuz ST-2.1 B from Kourou 
Orbit Large Sun-Earth Lagrange point 2 (SEL2), free insertion orbit 
Pointing 25 mas relative pointing error over one dither duration 

30 arcsec absolute pointing error 
Observation mode Step and stare, 4 dither frames per field, VIS and NISP common FoV = 0.54 deg2 
Lifetime 7 years 
Operations 4 hours per day contact, more than one groundstation to cope with seasonal visibility 

variations;  
Communications maximum science data rate of 850 Gbit/day downlink in K band (26GHz), steerable HGA 

Budgets�and�Performance�
 Mass (kg) Nominal Power (W) 
industry TAS Astrium TAS Astrium 
Payload Module 897 696 410 496 
Service Module 786 835 647 692 
Propellant 148 232   
Adapter mass/ Harness and PDCU losses power 70 90 65 108 
Total (including margin)  2160 1368 1690 

All data you need to know 
(Red Book)

 Wide Area (>104 sq deg)

 Wide Field (FoV > 0.5 sq deg) 

 Opt. imaging 
NIR photom 
NIR slitless

Two instruments: 
VIS: optical imager & 
NISP: NIR imager + grisms
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Recall a few basics 
a=(1+z)-1 expansion factor  
δ = density fluctuation 
P(k) = power spectrum of δ(x,z) 
w = p/ρ, γ=growth index

  

The BAO probe

• What method is better suited: configuration space or Fourier 
space?

• Comparison observations-theory (simulations)

• Future surveys: sample variance limited

• Error determination -> simulations 

Final Considerations

to get a small 
uncertainty on 
power spectrum 
need:

large volumes to 
accomodate 
several Fourier 
modes 

accurate/adequate 
sampling in 
number of objects

w(z)=w0 +wa (1-a) 
Λ:  w0= -1 , wa =0 , γ~0.55

Ellipses: uncertainty in parameters via 
Fisher matrix. An useful approximation 
(curse of dimensionality; also different 
definitions). Importance of Priors 
Usually use Figure of Merit= 1/Area 
FoM= 1/(∆w0 x ∆wa)
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Combination

Technique #2

Technique #1

 
Illustration of the power of combining techniques.  Technique #1 and Technique #2 have roughly 
equal DETF figure of merit.  When results are combined, the DETF figure of merit is 
substantially improved. 
 

7. Results on structure growth, obtainable from weak lensing or cluster observations, 
provide additional information not obtainable from other techniques.  In 
particular, they allow for a consistency test of the basic paradigm: spatially 
constant dark energy plus general relativity. 

 
8. In our modeling we assume constraints on H� from current data and constraints on 

other cosmological parameters expected to come from further measurement of 
CMB temperature and polarization anisotropies.   

a. These data, though insensitive to w(a) on their own, contribute to our 
knowledge of w(a) when combined with any of the dark energy techniques 
we have considered. 

b. Increased precision in a particular cosmological parameter may improve 
dark-energy constraints from a single technique.  Increased precision is 
valuable for the important task of comparing dark energy results from 
different techniques. 

 
9. Increased precision in cosmological parameters tends not to improve significantly 

the overall DETF figure of merit obtained from a multi-technique program.  
Indeed, a multi-technique program would itself provide powerful new constraints 
on cosmological parameters within the context of our parametric dark-energy 
model. 
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For non-relativistic matter, we define  
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and we define analogously :r for the density of relativistic matter (and radiation), for 

which P/U  ����.  To obtain an attractive equation we introduce 
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The term :X represents the cosmological constant if w  ���.  Otherwise, it represents 

dark energy with constant w.  This generalizes easily for non-constant w with the 

replacement 
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The quantity :k describes the current curvature of the universe.  For :k < 0, the Universe 

is closed and finite; for :k > 0 the Universe is open and potentially infinite; while for :k 
= 0 the geometry of the Universe is Euclidean (flat).   

 

The cosmic microwave background radiation (CMB) gives very good constraints on the 

matter and radiation densities :mH0
2
 and :rH0

2
, so it appears one could determine the 

time history of the dark-energy density, modulo some uncertainty due to curvature,  if 

one could accurately measure the expansion history H(a).  When a distant astronomical 

source is observed, it is straightforward to determine the scale factor a at the time of 

emission of the light, since all photon wavelengths stretch during the expansion; this is 

quantified by the redshift z, with (1+z) = a��.  The derivative a�  is more difficult, 

however, since time is not directly observable.  Most cosmological observations instead 

quantify the distance to a given source at redshift z, which is closely related to the 

expansion history since a photon on a radial path must satisfy 
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This implies that the distance to a source at redshift z, defined as D(z), is given by 

 

Evolution governed by components: H(z)⇔ΩX,w
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Findings of the
Joint Dark Energy Mission

Figure of Merit Science Working Group

Andreas Albrecht, Luca Amendola, Gary Bernstein, Douglas Clowe, Daniel Eisenstein,
Luigi Guzzo, Christopher Hirata, Dragan Huterer, Robert Kirshner, Edward Kolb, Robert Nichol

(Dated: Dec 7, 2008)

These are the findings of the Joint Dark Energy Mission (JDEM) Figure of Merit (FoM) Science
Working Group (SWG), the FoMSWG. JDEM is a space mission planned by NASA and the DOE
for launch in the 2016 time frame. The primary mission is to explore the nature of dark energy. In
planning such a mission, it is necessary to have some idea of knowledge of dark energy in 2016, and
a way to quantify the performance of the mission. In this paper we discuss these issues.

I. THE UNKNOWN NATURE OF DARK ENERGY

The discovery that the universe is expanding with an ever-increasing velocity is now a decade old, yet there is
no compelling theoretical explanation. We have a cosmological standard model, called ΛCDM, that seems capable
of accounting for (at least in principle) all cosmological observations, including the apparent acceleration. But it is
sobering to note that in ΛCDM as much as 95% of the present mass-energy of the universe is not understood, with
only 5% of the present mass-energy in the form of “stuff” we understand (baryons, radiation, neutrinos). The rest of
the present mass-energy of the universe is assumed to be dark: about 30% in the form of dark matter providing the
bulk of the gravitational binding energy of galaxies, galaxy clusters, and other large-scale structure, and about 70%
in the form of dark energy driving the present expansion of the universe. Both dark matter and dark energy point to
physics beyond the standard models of gravity or particle physics.

This paper is concerned with dark energy [1], the primum mobile for the present accelerated expansion of the
universe.

While ΛCDM seems capable of accounting for all observations, the aim of cosmology is not simply to find a model
that describes the observations, but rather to find one that agrees with observations and is also grounded in physical
reality.1 The most important task ahead is to discover the nature of the dark universe, in particular, dark energy.

To date, all indications of dark energy come from measuring the time evolution of the expansion history of the
universe. In the standard Friedmann-Lemâıtre-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) cosmology, the expansion rate as a function
of the scale factor a is given by the Friedmann equation2

H2(a) = H2
0

!
ΩRa−4 + ΩMa−3 + Ωka−2 + ΩDE exp

"
3

# 1

a

da′

a′
[1 + w(a′)]

$%
. (1)

In this expression Ωi is the present fraction of the critical density, ρC = 3H2
0/8πG, in the form of component i;

e.g., radiation (R), matter (M), curvature (k) and dark energy (DE). The parameter H0 is the present value of the
expansion rate of the universe (Hubble’s constant). Finally, w(a) is the ratio of the pressure to the energy density for
dark energy, w(a) = p(a)/ρ(a). If dark energy is Einstein’s cosmological constant, w(a) = −1.

In framing the question of the nature of dark energy, it is useful to start with something that doesn’t work: It
is clear from the observations that the Einstein–de Sitter cosmological model (a spatially flat, matter-dominated,
FLRW model) does not describe the recent expansion history of the universe. In FLRW models the Friedmann
equation follows directly from the 0− 0 component of the Einstein equations, so the fact that the Einstein–de Sitter
model fails can be expressed as

G00(spatially flat FLRW) ̸= 8πGT00(matter). (2)

There are two generally orthogonal directions in explaining the observations. The first direction is to assume there
is, in addition to matter and radiation, a new type of “negative pressure” component to the energy density of the
universe that would be added to the right-hand-side of Eq. (2). The other direction is modify the left-hand side of

1 Cosmological models that describe observations but are not grounded in physical reality have been found in the past, but have been
rejected in favor of models based on the laws of nature (see, e.g., [2]).

2 The scale factor a is normalized to unity at present. It is related to the redshift z by 1 + z = 1/a.

where ti is an arbitrarily chosen initial time, the linear growth function G(t) obeys the differential
equation

G̈GR + 2H(z)ĠGR −
3

2
ΩmH2

0 (1 + z)3GGR = 0 , (14)

and the GR subscript denotes the fact that this equation applies in standard GR.13 The solution to
this equation can only be written in integral form for specific forms of H(z), and thus for specific
dark energy models specifying uφ(z). However, to a very good approximation the logarithmic
growth rate of linear perturbations in GR is

fGR(z) ≡
d lnGGR

d ln a
≈ [Ωm(z)]γ , (15)

where γ ≈ 0.55−0.6 depends only weakly on cosmological parameters (Peebles, 1980; Lightman and Schechter,
1990). Integrating this equation yields

GGR(z)

GGR(z = 0)
≈ exp

!
−
" z

0

dz′

1 + z′
[Ωm(z′)]γ

#
, (16)

where Ωm(z) is given by equation (5). Linder (2005) shows that equation (16) is accurate to better
than 0.5% for a wide variety of dark energy models if one adopts

γ = 0.55 + 0.05[1 + w(z = 1)] (17)

(see also Wang and Steinhardt 1998; Weinberg 2005; Amendola et al. 2005). While the full solution
of equation (14) should be used for high accuracy calculations, equation (16) is useful for intuition
and for approximate calculations. Note in particular that if uφ(z) > uφ,0 then, relative to a
cosmological constant model, Ωm(z) ∝ H−2(z) is lower (eq. 5), so GGR(z)/GGR(z = 0) is higher —
i.e., there has been less growth of structure between redshift z and the present day because matter
has been a smaller fraction of the total density over that time. It is often useful to refer the growth
factor not to its z = 0 value but to the value at some high redshift when, in typical models, dark
energy is dynamically negligible and Ωm(z) ≈ 1. We will frequently use z = 9 as a reference epoch,
in which case equation (16) becomes

GGR(z)

GGR(z = 9)
≈ exp

!" 9

z

dz′

1 + z′
[Ωm(z′)]γ

#
. (18)

In the limit Ωm(z) → 1, GGR(z) ∝ (1+z)−1, i.e., the amplitude of linear fluctuations is proportional
to a(t).

2.2. Model Parameterizations

The properties of dark energy influence the observables — H(z), D(z), and G(z) — through
the history of uφ(z)/uφ,0 in the Friedmann equation (3). This history is usually framed in terms of
the value and evolution of the equation-of-state parameter w(z) = pφ(z)/uφ(z). Provided that the
field φ is not transferring energy directly to or from other components (e.g., by decaying into dark
matter), applying the first law of thermodynamics dU = −p dV to a comoving volume implies

d(uφa
3) = −pφd(a

3) (19)

=⇒ a3duφ + 3uφa
2da = −3w(z)uφa

2da (20)

=⇒ d ln uφ = −3[1 + w(z)]d ln a = 3[1 + w(z)]d ln(1 + z) , (21)

13This equation applies on scales much smaller than the horizon. On scales close to the horizon one must pay careful
attention to gauge definitions. Yoo (2009) and Yoo et al. (2009) provide a unified and comprehensive discussion of
the multiple GR effects that influence observable large scale structure on scales approaching the horizon.
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Synergy with Planck: Universe @z~1000 vs @z~1-3

shear shear 

R. Scaramella - Sesto 2010

R. Teyssier et al.: Full-sky weak-lensing simulation with 70 billion particles 337

Fig. 1. Full-sky simulated convergence map derived from the Horizon Simulation. Its resolution of 200 million pixels has been downgraded to fit
the page. The various inserts display a zoom sequence into smaller and smaller areas of the sky. The pixel size is 0.74 arcmin2.

Fig. 2. Map of the cut-sky used in Sect. 4 to compute high-order
moments.

4. High-order moments and realistic sky cut

In Fig. 1, the signal appears as a typical Gaussian random field
on large scales, similar to the Cosmic Microwave Background
map seen by the WMAP satellite (Spergel et al. 2007). On small
scales, the signal is clearly dominated by clumpy structures (dark
matter halos) and is therefore highly non-Gaussian. To character-
ize this quantitatively, we performed a wavelet decomposition of
our map using the Undecimated Isotropic Wavelet Transform on
the sphere (Starck et al. 2006a), and, for each wavelet scale, we
have computed its second-, third- and fourth-order moment. We
used 11 scales with central multipole values of ℓ0 = 9000, 4500,
2250, 1125, 562, 282, 141, 71, 35, 18. For each of these maps,
we computed the variance σ2 = ⟨κ2⟩, the normalized skewness
S = ⟨κ3⟩/σ3, and the normalized kurtosis K = ⟨κ4⟩/σ4. Results
are plotted in Fig. 3 as solid lines of various colors. Error bars
were estimated approximately by computing each moment on
the 12 Healpix base pixels independently and evaluating the vari-
ance in the 12 results. A more appropriate strategy would have
been to perform several, independent, 70 billion particle runs,
which is currently impossible for us to do. We can see that the

Fig. 3. Moments of the convergence as a function of the average multi-
pole moment on each wavelet scale. The variance, skewness, and kur-
tosis are shown as black, blue, and red lines, respectively. Solid lines
with error bars corresponds ro a full-sky analysis, while dotted lines
correspond to our cut-sky analysis.

variance in the signal steadily increases for higher and higher
multipoles, and saturates at a fraction of 10−4, corresponding to
the value predicted from nonlinear gravitational clustering for
ℓ ≥ 6000. The variance for each wavelet plane can be consid-
ered to be a band power estimate of the angular power spectrum,
as can be verified using Fig. 4. In the same figure, we have also
plotted for comparison the linear power spectrum, to highlight
the scale below which nonlinear clustering contributes signifi-
cantly, i.e., for ℓ > 750 or equivalently θ < 15′, as first pointed
out by Jain & Seljak (1997). Skewness and kurtosis are more
direct estimators of the signal non-Gaussianity. Departures from

WL sims: <1” pixels

5

Many models for dark energy and modifications to gravity have been proposed in which the 
equation of state parameter w vary with time. A convenient approximation to this behaviour is a linear 

dependence on scale factor a=1/(1+z): , where wn is the value of the equation 
of state at a pivot  scale factor an (close to 0.6 for most  probes) and wa describes the redshift  evolution. 
The goal of future surveys is to measure wn and wa to high precision. To judge the relative strength of 
these surveys we use a standard dark energy figure of merit (FoM), which we define throughout  this 
proposal as: FoM=1/('wn'wa), where 'wn and 'wa are the errors on the equation of state parameters 
(1(). This FoM is inversely proportional to the area of the error ellipse in the wn-wa plane. 

It  must be emphasised that  DUNE has the critical advantage of probing the parameters of dark 
energy in two independent  ways. A single accurate technique can rule out many of the suggested 
members of the family of quintessence models, but it cannot test  the fundamental assumptions about 
gravity theory. If General Relativity is correct, then either D(z) or the growth of structure can 
determine the expansion history. In more radical models that  violate General Relativity, however, this 
equivalence between D(z) and growth of structure does not apply (see Figure C.1); we can therefore 
attempt to deduce the expansion history from the two methods, and search for any inconsistency. To 
answer this question and definitively distinguish a cosmological constant from a dynamical model of 
dark energy, DUNE will achieve the following targets.

Dark Energy Targets  for DUNE: DUNE must measure the wn and wa to a precision of 2% and 10% 
respectively (DE FoM > 500) using both the distance-redshift relation and structure growth. 

Figure C.1: Effect of dark energy on the evolution of the Universe. Left: Fraction of the density of 
the Universe in the form  of dark energy as a function of redshift z., for a model with a cosmological 
constant (w=-1, black solid line), dark energy with a different equation of state (w=-0.7, red dotted 
line), and a modified gravity model (blue dashed line). In all cases, dark energy becomes dominant 
in the low redshift Universe era probed by DUNE, while the early Universe is probed by the CMB. 
Right: Growth factor of cosmic structures for the same three models. Only by measuring the 
geometry (left panel) and the growth of structure (right panel) at low redshifts can a modification of 
dark energy be distinguished from that of gravity. Weak lensing measures both effects.

C.1.2) DUNE’s Cosmological Tools 

Weak Lensing – A Dark Universe  Probe: As light from galaxies travels towards us, its path is 
deflected by the intervening mass density distribution, causing the shapes of these galaxies to appear 
distorted by a few percent (see Figure C.2). The weak lensing method measures this distortion by 
correlating the shapes of background galaxies in a given patch of sky to probe the density field of the 
Universe between us and the background galaxies. By dividing galaxies into redshift  (or distance) 
bins, we can examine the growth of structure and make three-dimensional maps of the dark matter. An 
accurate lensing survey, therefore, requires precise measurements of galaxy shapes and information 
about the galaxy redshifts. High-resolution images of large portions of the sky are required, with low 
levels of systematic errors that can only be achieved via observations from a thermally stable satellite 
in space. Analyses of the dark energy require precise measurements of both the cosmic expansion 
history and the growth of structure. Weak lensing stands apart  from all other available methods 
because it  is able to make accurate measurements of both effects.

 ‘If the systematic errors are at or below the level asserted by the proponents, [weak lensing] is 
likely to be the most powerful individual Stage-IV technique and also the most powerful component in 
a multi-technique program.’ – US Dark Energy Task Force Report (DETF) 

Most of the  DE 
effects happen 
at z < 3 
!
Need also dynamics to 
further disentagle

Geometry Dynamics
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Wide survey: >15,000 sq. deg (visible: 24.5th ABmag 10σ extended; NIR: 24th ABmag 5σ;  
                            spectra: Hα line flux > 4×10−16 erg s−1 cm-2, rate ~35%) 

Deep Survey: ~40 sq. deg ~ 2 mags deeper (~40 visits)

Want to measure expansion factor H(z) - geometry - 
and growth of density perturbations - dynamics -
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Euclid Organisation Euclid:  organisation 

 

- 1100 members,  

- 120 Labs 

- 13 European countries: 

Austria, Denmark, France, 

Finland,, Germany, Italy, 

The Netherlands, Norway, 

Portugal, Romania, 

Spain, Switzerland, UK 

+ US/NASA and 

 Berkeley labs.  

 SGS-SDC  

Euclid Consortium 
Y.Mellier

~460+ M€ (ESA) 
~ 50+ M$ (NASA) 
~100 M€ EC instr 
~100 M€ EC Gnd Seg 

R. Laureijs +

Large	  participation	  of	  Italian	  community	  with	  several	  key	  roles	  and	  contributions
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EUCLID Definition Phase Study, MDR, ESTEC, 18.11.2010

3 Sky Survey Geometry
� Wide survey

� Sky area of 20.000deg2

� Galactic latitudes |b|�30deg
� 90% coverage required
� Deep survey embedded

� Deep survey
� Shall not impair wide survey
� Sky area of 40deg2

� �20deg2 near ecliptic poles
� Each field observed 40 times

ecliptic coordinates

Hammer projection
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3 Sky Survey Geometry
� Step & stare observation

� Observation in strips of consecutive fields
� 4 dither frames per field
� 2.5% overlap at each side of the field
� Instantaneous FoV = 0.704�0.787 deg2

patch

strip

field

10deg

10deg

0.787deg

0.704deg

xs

yssun spacecraft
rotation

step 1

step 2

step 3

spacecraft
tilt
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Advanced Studies and Technology 
Preparation Division

23

EUCLID Mission 

$ Launcher: Soyuz ST2-1B from Kourou

$ Direct injection into tranfer orbit
- Transfer time: 30 days
- Transfer orbit inclination: 5.3 deg

$ Launch vehicle capacity: 
- 2160 kg (incl. adapter)
- 3.86 m diameter fairing

$ Launch � 2018

$ Mission duration: 5 years

Advanced Studies and Technology 
Preparation Division

24

EUCLID Ground Segment 
$ Mission Operation Centre 

at ESOC (Darmstadt, Germany)

$ Science Operation Center 
at ESAC (Villafranca, Spain)

$ Ground Stations:
- Cebreros antenna
- Daily science communication: 

~ 850 Gbits in K band (26 GHz)
- Command and control in X band

6

2020

6

Looks like CMB 
satellites but with 
step & stare

in part 	


OLD

For stability need 
to always observe 
orthogonally to 
the sunregion visibility: twice/yr at ecliptic 

plane (1deg/day), max at ecliptic 
poles (always).	

                spin 2 behaviour
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EMA
level 1 a,b

External 
Data

Instrument 
Model Data

non-SGS 
Simulation 

Data

EMA
level S

EMA
level 1 
a,b,c

OU-1/VIS

OU-2/NIR

OU-3/SIR

OU-4/EXT

OU-5/SIM

EMA
level 2

OU-6/MER

OU-7/SPE

OU-11/SHE

OU-12/PHZ

EMA
level 3

OU-9+10/
LE3
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OU flow

provides input for
generates output to

Complex relation...

EMA= Euclid Mission Archive

A few Petabytes...

instruments costs	

≈ GS costs

Ground Segment

Payload Module (Astrium) 

Two instruments: 
 VIS: optical imager  
NISP: NIR imager +      

grisms

Rome :  [IAPS]VIS A. De Giorgio;  
[OAR]OU-NIR: A Grazian & OU-MER: A. Fontana
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movie made and provided by AIRBUS DS (Ex-Astrium)
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The core: ~0.5 sq/degs, VIS & NIR 
Focal Planes, lots of pixels !!!
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6. Elementary Observation Baseline 
 
(Section EC, joint elementary observation definition of operation). 
(EC System) 
 
 

6.1. Survey Field Observation Sequence 

6.1.1. Definition and key Parameters 
 
The elementary block of observation of the Euclid Survey is a Survey Field (definition according to Euclid 
mission and payload definitions and associated methodology, SRE-PA/2010.099/TO) which is defined as the 
maximum Geometrical Field of View size common to both VIS and NISP instrument fields of view. 
 
The geometrical Field of View is the sky area limited by the contour of the focal plane array of a given 
instrument (VIS or NISP) projected onto the sky. The contour is defined by the first pixel line or columns of 
the detectors on the edge of the FPA as indicated on the next figure. 
 

Visible FPA: 36 VIS CCD 
NIR FPA: 16 H2RG

 
Figure 6-1: VIS (left red ensquared area) and NISP (right red ensquared area) Geometrical FoV. 

 
With the current definition of the instruments, the joint VIS/NISP Survey Geometrical Field of View is: 

• JOINT_FOV_x= 0.763° 
• JOINT_FOV_y= 0.709° 

 
The x and y field orientations are defined in the figure 6-2. 
 

36 16(0.1” pix) (0.3” pix)

VIS: 
 imaging

NISP:  
y, J, H 

photom 
+ slitless

~44’ side

cf  Planck: here ~ O(billion) of  pixels for one field, plan ~ 30,000 fields 
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WDFIRST SDT          GSFC          February 3, 2011 

•  H(z) (radial)   
•  DA(z) (tangential) 
•  H(z) & DA(z) depend on w(z) 
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Figure 1. Predicted mean number density of galaxies in each redshift bin
centred in z, expected from the baseline Euclid wide spectroscopic sur-
vey, given the instrumental and survey configurations and the estimated ef-
ficiency.

inated slitless spectra. RESS’ z measure is currently implemented
only for low z galaxies (0.7 < z < 2.0) and its extension for high z
objects is in progress. Redshift evaluation is based on the position
of the Hα line and any other emission lines, when detected, for
which a flux is also measured. A reliability flag for each measured
redshift is then obtained by further processing the spectra through
the EZ redshift measurement code (Garilli et al. 2010). Compari-
son of the input and output catalogues allows one to estimate the
success rate of the survey in terms of completeness and purity as
a function of redshift and Hα flux (see Euclid Definition Study
Report, Fig. 6.10). Rather than trusting the absolute redshift dis-
tribution emerging from the simulated field, a more conservative
choice is to use this output as weight, to be applied to the most
up-to-date predictions for the redshift distribution of Hα emitters
(Geach et al. 2008). This produces the expected distribution of the
number of galaxies with measured redshift in each redshift bin.
From this one can calculate the galaxy number density at each z,
which is shown in Fig. 1 for our fiducial cosmology of Eq. (5).

5 STANDARD PREDICTIONS FOR EUCLID

For our computations here, we split the Euclid predicted redshift
distribution over the range 0.7 < z < 2, into 14 bins with
∆z = 0.1. Using the predicted galaxy number density in each bin
shown in Fig. 1, we obtain the error on our observable, the power
spectrum, and estimate the resulting precision on the measurement
of f σ8 after marginalisation over the other parameters. We plot er-
rors on f σ8 in Fig. 2 (dark blue error bars), where we also show
for comparison current measurements of f σ8 (light pink and ma-
genta error bars) and the pessimistic case of observing only half
the number of galaxies forecasted in Geach et al. (2008) (light blue
error bars), as the authors themselves claim that their counts may
be wrong by a factor of 2.

Current measurements shown in Fig. 2 are listed in Table 2.

z b kmax(hMpc−1)

0.7 1.083 0.1590
0.8 1.125 0.1691
0.9 1.104 0.1804
1.0 1.126 0.1917
1.1 1.208 0.1958
1.2 1.243 0.2000
1.3 1.282 0.2000
1.4 1.292 0.2000
1.5 1.363 0.2000
1.6 1.497 0.2000
1.7 1.486 0.2000
1.8 1.491 0.2000
1.9 1.573 0.2000
2.0 1.568 0.2000

Table 1. Galaxy biasing parameter b and kmax of integration for each red-
shift bin centred in z for the Euclid spectroscopic survey baseline configu-
ration, having an observed area of 15, 000 deg2

The values of f σ8 are computed in the case of Guzzo et al. (2008)
and Hawkins et al. (2003) by using the value of f/b given by the
authors and computing bσ8 from b and the reference cosmology
they adopt for the computation of b (or of Lahav et al. 2002 in the
case of Hawkins et al. 2003); in the case of Ross et al. (2007) bσ8

was computed using the expression4 (Zehavi et al. 2005), (bσ8)
2 =

! 2

0
dy y2 ξ(8y) (3− 9y/4 + 3y3/16). Cabre & Gaztanaga (2009)

indicate directly their value of bσ8, while Blake et al. (2011) and
Samushia et al. (2011) compute directly fσ8. Error bars are ob-
tained through the error propagation formula for uncorrelated data,
when not directly specified in the papers.

Together with the (solid black) curve representing our fidu-
cial f σ8, we also show for comparison a (dashed green) line for
flat DGP, (calculated by numerical integration of the correspond-
ing equation for f ) and a (dotted red) line for the coupled model
of Di Porto et al. (2011), computed using the parameterisation of
Di Porto & Amendola (2008) with a coupling βc = 0.2 (both with
Ωm = 0.271 and the same σ8(zCMB) of our fiducial model).

We notice that we reach accuracies between 1.3% and 4.4%
in the measurement of f σ8 depending on the redshift bin, where
the highest precision is reached for redshifts z ≃ 1.0.

5.1 Comparison to other surveys

Together with Euclid, other ongoing and future surveys will con-
strain cosmology by measuring fσ8. Here we compare the rela-
tive errors on fσ8 obtained using different spectroscopic galaxy
redshift surveys. In particular, we consider the BOSS survey5 (see
Schlegel et al. 2009) and the BigBOSS6 Emission Line Galaxies

4 This formula actually gives us the non-linear bσ8, since we have used
the non linear estimate of ξ of Ross et al. (2007) to compute it. What we
needed to obtain the linear fσ8 would be the linear bσ8, but we do not
have it. Therefore our estimate of fσ8 for the Ross et al. (2007) datapoint
might be 5− 10% higher than it should.
5 http://cosmology.lbl.gov/BOSS/
6 http://bigboss.lbl.gov/
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Figure 2. Fisher matrix forecasts of the errors expected on the growth rate (dark-blue error bars), expressed through the bias-free combination f(z)σ8(z),
obtainable from the Euclid redshift survey through the combination of amplitude and redshift-space anisotropy of galaxy clustering. The light-blue error bars
(shown with a slight offset in redshift for visualisation purposes) represent the case of a galaxy density reduced by a factor of two with respect to that forecasted
for the galaxies observed by Euclid (Geach et al. 2008). The solid black line represents the fiducial f σ8, computed for the cosmology shown in Eq. (5). The
dashed green line shows the growth of a flat DGP model (calculated by numerical integration of the corresponding equation for f(z)). The red dotted line
represents f σ8 of a coupled model with coupling parameter βc = 0.2. All models are computed for Ωm = 0.271 and for the same σ8(zCMB) as for the
fiducial model. In the same plot we also show measurements of f σ8 from past surveys (magenta error bars) and the recent WiggleZ survey (pink error bars),
see explanation in the text.

survey reference paper z fσ8

VVDS F22 Guzzo et al. (2008) 0.77 0.49 ± 0.19
wide

2SLAQ Ross et al. (2007) 0.55 0.50 ± 0.07
galaxy

SDSS LRG Cabre & Gaztanaga (2009) 0.34 0.53 ± 0.07
Samushia et al. (2011) 0.25 0.35 ± 0.06

0.37 0.46 ± 0.04

2dFGRS Hawkins et al. (2003) 0.15 0.39 ± 0.08

WiggleZ Blake et al. (2011) 0.22 0.49 ± 0.07
0.41 0.45 ± 0.04
0.6 0.43 ± 0.04
0.78 0.78 ± 0.04

Table 2. Current measurements of fσ8

(ELGs) and Luminous Red Galaxies (LRGs)7. Regarding the fidu-

7 We thank the BigBOSS consortium for providing their latest yet unpub-
lished estimate of their expected galaxy densities, which we used in creating
this plot.
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Figure 3. Relative error on f σ8 of Euclid (dark-green circles, light-green
circles for the pessimistic case of half the galaxy number density), BOSS
(dark-red squares), BigBOSS ELGs (blue triangles) and LRGs (orange dia-
monds).

cial bias, we use the forecasts by Orsi et al. (2009) for BigBOSS
ELGs. We use b = 2G(0)/G(z) (where G(z) is the standard
linear growth rate) for BOSS and BigBOSS LRGs (see Reid et al.
(2010)). Table 3 summarises the main characteristics of these sur-
veys.
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Table 6. Figures of Merit for Ωm and µs. Both the case of fixing Ωk = 0 (flat space) and allowing it to vary (curved space) were listed. All figures in square
brackets represent the case of the galaxy number density being halved. The addition of other surveys at lower redshift was considered for all models, while the
effect of adding Planck was computed only for one representative case, i.e. that of the most complex model (curved CPL).

µs Euclid + low-z data + Planck
flat space curved space flat space curved space curved space

qLCDM 244 [159] 93 [59] 251 [165] 94 [60]
wCDM 82 [55] 28 [18] 85 [58] 29 [18]
CPL 18 [13] 9 [6] 19 [13] 9 [6] 82 [82]
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Figure 15. Dependence of ln⟨B⟩ on |γ − γGR| for different priors in the Euclid spectroscopic galaxy survey. The solid black line corresponds to a uniform
prior distribution for γ with ∆γ = 1.0, the red dotted line to∆γ = 0.7. The dotted red lines correspond to lnB = 1, lnB = 2.5 and lnB = 5, delimiting
the regions where evidence in favour of one model with respect to the other is ’substantial’, ’strong’ and ’decisive’ according to Jeffreys’ scale. The cusp
corresponds to the case where B = 0, i.e. there is no evidence in favour of one model with respect to the other. This means that to the left of the cusp GR is
favoured with respect to modified gravity models, while to its right modified gravity models are favoured.

γ − γGR ! 0.2. We have also computed the evidence using the
µ parameterisation, with uniform prior distributions in the interval
∆µs = 3 and ∆µs = 5. For both priors it results that with Eu-
clid spectroscopic data alone ’substantial’ (’strong’) evidence can
be obtained in favour of a modified gravity if the latter has µs " 1
(µs " 1.4). The addition of the weak lensing data from the Euclid
photometric survey is expected to improve these results consider-
ably.

8 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have investigated how strongly the Euclid galaxy
spectroscopic survey in the current reference configuration can con-
strain the growth of structure and consequently how well it can dif-
ferentiate a GR cosmology from alternatives to it.

We have found that we can reach precisions between 1.3%
and 4.4% in the measurement of f σ8 depending on the redshift
bin, where the highest precision is reached for z ≃ 1.0.

Comparing the Euclid spectroscopic survey with other ongo-

ing and future galaxy redshift surveys we note that Euclid will reach
the highest precision in the growth rate measurement. Euclid will
be perfectly complementary to BOSS and BigBOSS: the three sur-
veys together will allow to cover an extremely large redshift range:
0.1 < z < 3.5.

This precision in f σ8 translates into a precision in the mea-
surement of the growth index γ which depends on the specific back-
ground cosmology adopted. We have obtained marginalised errors
on γ−Ωm (or γ−w0) between 5% and 10%. The parameterisation
of the growth rate f we have adopted is f = Ωγ

m (for curved space,
f = Ωγ

m + (γ − 4/7)Ωk), where a departure from GR is repre-
sented by a deviation of γ from 0.545. We have considered nested
background models: qLCDM (a model with constant w = −0.95),
wCDM and CPL, both flat and curved.

We have compared the relative gain in growth FoM (quantify-
ing the precision in the joint measurement of Ωm and γ) for two
different growth parameterisations, being the already mentioned γ
and the parameter µs (Pogosian et al. 2010; Song et al. 2011). We
have found that when increasing the survey area (and correspond-
ingly reducing the galaxy number density, having fixed the total
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Key Science aim: Weak Lensing Tomography

WL tomography measurements: 

COMBO17: Bacon et al. 2005

CFHTLS: Sembolini et al. 2006

COSMOS/HST: Massey et al. 2007b

Weak Lensing Tomography: Measure the

distribution of Dark Matter and its evolution with

redshift

! Need shape measurements and photometric

redshifts

COSMOS Dark Matter Map over 2 deg2 COSMOS WL Tomography

Massey et al. 

2007a, Nature

Massey et al. 

2007b
WDFIRST SDT          GSFC          February 3, 2011 

Weak Gravitational Lensing 
Weak Lensing:  
•  Map the 3D distribution of Dark Matter in the Universe 
•  Measures the mass without assumptions in relation between mass and light 
•  Very sensitive to Dark Energy through both geometry and growth 
% Need measurements of galaxy shape and photometric redshifts 

COSMOS Dark Matter Map over 2 deg2 

z<1 

z>1 

Massey,  Rhodes et al.  2007 

NL Euclid Science Day  
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A370 ACS
w.r.t. HST will loose a 
factor of ~2 in resolution, 
but get all xgal sky!
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Bullet Cluster: Dark Matter!

Dominant	  component	  not	  hot	  gas	  	  
nor	  modified	  gravity

XRAY

galaxies + XRAY

galaxies + Weak Lensing 

Xray + Weak Lensing
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Figure 5. Mass map contours in units of κ∞ = 1/3 laid over the 3.′2 × 3.′3 STScI ACS g′r ′z′ color image. The outermost contour, κ∞ = 0, was also plotted in the
previous figure. Pink squares indicate the 135 multiple image positions all perfectly reproduced by our model, and the white line indicates the convex hull. Outside
this region, our solution should be disregarded. This solution is not unique but was the “most physical” we found.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

which reproduces the data at, say, 50σ (2.′′5), and “deviant” so-
lutions which reproduce the data at, say, 60σ (3.′′0). Non-LTM
methods, on the other hand, may include, at worst, a broad
range of unphysical solutions or, at least, solutions which do
not take advantage of the strong observational priors available,
namely, the observed positions of the lensing galaxies. An ideal
method would use LTM as a prior while allowing for deviations
(Section 7). This prior might be referred to as “LATM,” or light
approximately traces mass.

5.3. Magnification Estimates

In Table 5, we provide a magnification estimate for each
multiple image. The “final” magnifications come from our final
lens model and are our best estimates. We also provide the range
of magnifications (mean and standard deviation) for each object
in our ensemble of models.

Each magnification is calculated as the ratio of the areas of
the lensed (observed) and delensed image segments (as defined

Details on Dark Matter clustering!

Coe et al.
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Can discriminate cosmology  
[Dark Energy, Dark matter, non std GR]
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Modified Gravity at linear level

3.3. Beyond the background 28

a velocity vi. The pressure p now can also have perturbations �p and there can further be an
anisotropic stress ⇥.

The reason why we grouped the new parameters in this way is to emphasise their role: at the
background level, the evolution of the universe is described by H, which is linked to ⇤ by the
Einstein equations, and p controls the evolution of ⇤ but is a priori a free quantity describing
the physical properties of the fluid. Now in addition there are ⌅ and ⇧ describing the Universe,
and they are linked to �⇤ and v of the fluids through the Einstein equations. �p and ⇥ in turn
describe the fluids. Actually, there is a simplification: the total anisotropic stress ⇥ directly
controls the di�erence between the potentials, ⌅� ⇧.

This means that a general dark energy component can be described by phenomenological
parameters similar to w, even at the level of first order perturbation theory. This description
adds two new parameters �p and ⇥, which are both functions of scale as well as time. These
parameters fully describe the dark energy fluid, and they can in principle be measured.

However, recently much interest has arisen in modifying GR itself to explain the accelerated
expansion without a dark energy fluid. What happens if we try to reconstruct our parameters in
this case? Is it possible at all?

Let us assume that the (dark) matter is three-dimensional and conserved, and that it does
not have any direct interactions beyond gravity. We assume further that it and the photons
move on geodesics of the same (possibly e�ective) 3 + 1 dimensional space-time metric. In this
case we can write the modified Einstein equations as

Xµ� = �8⇥GTµ� (3.6)

where the matter energy momentum tensor still obeys T �
µ ;� = 0. While in GR this is a consequence

of the Bianchi identities, this is now no longer the case and so this is an additional condition on
the behaviour of the matter1.

In this case, we can construct Yµ� = Xµ� �Gµ� , so that Gµ� is the Einstein tensor of the
3+1 dimensional space-time metric and we have that

Gµ� = �8⇥GTµ� � Yµ� . (3.7)

Up to the prefactor we can consider Y to be the energy momentum tensor of a dark energy
component. This component is also covariantly conserved since T is and since G obeys the
Bianchi identities. The equations governing the matter are going to be exactly the same, by
construction, so that the e�ective dark energy described by Y mimics the modified gravity model
(Hu & Sawicki 2007; Kunz et al. 2008).

By looking at Y we can then for example extract an e�ective anisotropic stress and an
e�ective pressure perturbation and build a dark energy model which mimics the modified gravity
model and leads to exactly the same observational properties (Kunz & Sapone 2007). This
provides a clear target for future experiments: their job is to measure the two additional functions
describing Y as precisely as possible. These functions can then provide clear hints about the
nature of the dark energy phenomenon. For example, scalar field models have generically a sound
horizon that could be detected in the data as it suppresses the dark energy perturbations on
smaller scales (Weller & Lewis 2003; Bean & Doré 2004; Sapone & Kunz 2009). Modified gravity
models on the other hand have generically a non-zero e�ective anisotropic stress, while scalar
field models usually have ⇥ = 0 (Mukhanov et al. 1992; Boisseau et al. 2000; Kunz & Sapone
2007). Since the parameters of Y are just e�ective quantities for a modified gravity model, they

1This condition could be relaxed due to the dark degeneracy, since all visible components are conserved to the
best of our current knowledge.
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Figure 15.3: Right panel: detection and fitting of a gravitational arc in a simulated Euclid
observations. The procedure involves fitting an arc through three characteristic points, measure
the length and the curvature radius of the arc, and finally performing an azimuthal scansion of
the arc to measure the width profile. Such properties can be used for arc statistics applications.
Left panel: the measurement of a cluster mass profile. This is done analysing the images with
several methods used for analysing real data. Among them, our method which combines strong
and weak lensing constraints (dotted line). The solid line shows the true profile of the simulated
cluster. The bottom panel shows the ratios between estimated and true masses.

to measure the length, the width and the curvature radius of each lensed image (see the
left panel in Fig. 15.3).

• We have developed and tested with simulations some tools for reconstructing the mass of
gravitational lenses using both parametric and non-parametric methods (Comerford et al.
2006; Cacciato et al. 2006; Merten et al. 2008). Using parametric methods we will be able
to constrain the projected masses within the Einstein radii with an accuracy of order � 5%.
Our non-parametric code combines the strong lensing constraints in the cluster centres
with the weak lensing signal in the external regions, and it allows to measure the mass
profile from kpc to Mpc scales with an accuracy of order 10% (Meneghetti et al. in prep,
see left panel of Fig. 15.3).

• We have developed an automatic image-deconvolution pipeline to unveil multiple point
sources with separations as small as half the FWHM of the PSF. These algorithms have
been tested on ground-based data such as the PQUEST survey and are currently used on
SDSS to find small-separation lenses.
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FIG. 3: The SPT+DES number of detectable clusters Ni in redshift bins of width ∆z = 0.1 along with projected error bars in
each bin. Solid curve assumes GR γ = 0.55, and the dashed curve assumes modified gravity with γ = 0.68. We plot the ratio
of the two curves in the lower panel.

Here, ρc0 is the critical density today and σM is the RMS of the matter density field, smoothed by a top-hat filter of
radius R where R3 ≡ 3M/4πρc0. The RMS is calculated using linear theory:

σR(z)
2 =

!

d ln k
k3Plin(k; z)

2π2
J2
1 (kR) , (B3)

where J1 is the Bessel function of the first kind and Plin(k; z) is the linear matter power spectrum computed from
the fitting formula of Eisenstein and Hu [29]. The minimum mass limit of clusters detectable by SPT, Mlim(z), was
calculated in [30]. Let Ni denote the total number of clusters above this mass limit in the ith redshift bin. It is given
by

Ni = 4πf sky

! zi+1

zi

dz
χ(z)2

H(z)

! ∞

Mlim(z)
dM n(M, z) (B4)

where χ is comoving distance, zi denotes the lower edge of the ith bin, and f sky = 0.125 is the sky coverage of the
overlapping DES+SPT survey. We show Ni as a function of redshift for γ = 0.55 and γ = 0.68 in Figure 3. The
clusters are divided into 16 redshift bins of width ∆z = 0.1, assuming perfect measurements of their redshift and
mass.
Our toy MG model only differs from ΛCDM via the linear density growth, parametrized by γ in (5). In this case,

computing the effect of MG on clusters is easily implemented by computing the linear growth function as a function
of z for γ = 0.68 and then using it to normalize Plin(k; z) in (B3). A more general MG model could change the
dynamics of collapsing halos, such as the halo formation time or the critical overdensity for halo collapse [31]. Studies
of DGP [32, 33] and f(R)-gravity [34] have shown that these models alter the critical spherical overdensity, δc, by
only 1-2% relative to ΛCDM. Furthermore, changes in halo formation times are already incorporated into the GR
spherical collapse mass function of Sheth and Tormen [31], which has been shown to fit simulations well [e.g. 35–37].
Therefore our assumption, that cluster numbers depend primarily on the linear growth function, is realistic.
Assuming that the error on the number of clusters in the ith redshift bin is dominated by counting error, the

covariance between bins is

Cov[Ni, Nj] = δijNi . (B5)
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Will Multiple Probes of Dark Energy find Modified Gravity?
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One of the most pressing issues in cosmology is whether general relativity (GR) plus a dark
sector is the underlying physical theory or whether a modified gravity model is needed. Upcoming
dark energy experiments designed to probe dark energy with multiple methods can address this
question by comparing the results of the different methods in constraining dark energy parameters.
Disagreement would signal the breakdown of the assumed model (GR plus dark energy). We study
the power of this consistency test by projecting constraints in the w0−wa plane from the four different
techniques of the Dark Energy Survey in the event that the underlying true model is modified gravity.
We find that the standard technique of looking for overlap has some shortcomings, and we propose
an alternative, more powerful Multi-dimensional Consistency Test. We introduce the methodology
for projecting whether a given experiment will be able to use this test to distinguish a modified
gravity model from GR.

PACS numbers: 95.35.+d; 95.85.Pw

I. INTRODUCTION

General relativity (GR) is currently a bad fit to cosmological data unless a new substance, so-called dark energy,
is invoked. If GR really is an incomplete or incorrect theory and we are tasked with identifying the correct model,
a major hurdle will be determining how to confront upcoming data sets in the absence of a well-understood model.
What new parameters should be introduced and fit for when, e.g., data on weak gravitational lensing or galaxy clusters
are analyzed? Several authors have addressed this question [1–5], and it has recently become possible to test GR
using survey data [6–9].
Here we address a slightly less ambitious question: using multiple cosmological probes, how can we determine

whether cosmic acceleration is driven by dark energy or modified gravity (MG)? One approach is to analyze the data
assuming that GR is correct and see whether the constraints on dark energy parameters from different probes overlap
[10, 11]. Non-overlapping constraints would be a strong signal that the underlying parameterization is wrong; i.e,
that GR+dark energy cannot account for the data and that a modified theory of gravity is called for. A similar
approach is to look at parameter constraints coming from separate dynamical effects such as the cosmic expansion or
perturbation growth [12]. Here we explore the former method in depth in the context of a concrete example.
Ishak et al. showed that, in principle, non-overlapping dark energy parameter constraints obtained from multiple

experiments is a signature of MG [11]. In particular, they found that dark energy parameters obtained from a space-
based supernova survey and a space-based weak lensing survey will not agree if the Universe is in fact described by the
Dvali-Gabadadze-Porrati (DGP) braneworld model [13]. We reexamine this general method with our own example,
assuming that the universe is governed by a toy MG model and considering projections from the upcoming Dark
Energy Survey (DES). We present the projected constraints from all four DES probes in the plane of dark energy
parameters w0 and wa, where the dark energy equation of state is assumed to be w = w0+wa(1−a) and a is the scale
factor of the universe. This straightforward plot is not the most powerful way to combine probes, so we introduce a
more quantitative formalism that should be useful for future attempts in this direction. The formalism assigns a χ2

for the combined probes which can be interpreted in the usual fashion so that a “bad” χ2 corresponds to disagreement
among the probes, and therefore a quantitative assessment of how well the model of GR+dark energy works.
Section II discusses modified gravity models in general and details the modified gravity model we adopt as our

working example. Section III then presents the DES projections in the (w0, wa) plane along with a description of
the shortcomings of this approach. In Section IV, we present a more quantitative approach (see also [14]), which we
call the Multi-dimensional Consistency Test (MCT), illustrate how to obtain MCT projections, deal with the issue of
degenerate directions, and finally conclude by applying this formalism to DES for the model under study.

11.3. Selection of Galaxy Clusters with the Euclid Imaging Survey 105

Figure 11.1: Left: Mass limits expected from Euclid optical cluster selection (dashed) and weak
lensing selection thresholds for a 3-� detection (solid), 5-� (dash-dotted) and 7-� (dash-triple
dotted). Right: Distribution of galaxy clusters in redshift bins of width �z = 0.1 for di↵erent
cosmologies observed on 20,000 deg2. All clusters above a mass limit of 5 ⇥ 1013h�1M� are
selected. Lines show a ⇤CDM model (solid), a w = �0.9 model (dotted) and a modified gravity
model (� = 0.68; dashed). The dot-dashed line is for a ⇤CDM model with the mass limit of the
weak lensing 3-� detection limit. Note that the Poisson errors ⇠ pN are of the order of a few
hundred in most bins for Euclid and hence negligible on this plot.

as described in Chapter 6. In order to get an understanding of the cosmology dependence of
the number counts we show in Fig. 11.1 the redshift distribution of clusters for three di↵erent
cosmologies. The base line is a concordance ⇤CDM model (solid line). The dotted line is for a
model with an equation of state of w = �0.9 compared to the concordance model with w = �1.
From the plot we see a di↵erent behaviour at low redshift (z  1) compared to high redshift. This
is because the di↵erence from a ⇤CDM model is driven at low redshifts by the di↵erent volume
factor, while at high redshift from the di↵erence in the growth of structures. Although, the
di↵erence between the two models seems miniscule, one has to keep in mind that the statistical
error for number counts is driven by the Poisson noise. The overall number of clusters for this
setup is over half a million, so the Poisson noise is tiny, and of the order of a few hundred per bin,
compared to the overall number of over 10,000 per bin. Hence in order to study the statistical
significance of the di↵erence we need to understand the systematics, and we will come to this
later. The dashed line corresponds to a modified gravity model, which we parameterised with
� = 0.68 as described in Chapter 6. This is a huge di↵erence, which demonstrates the power of
galaxy cluster counts to constrain the growth of structures.

11.3 Selection of Galaxy Clusters with the Euclid Imaging Sur-
vey

The Euclid imaging survey can target clusters with three methods. The first is to count all the
member galaxies of the over-dense structures, the second is to look at the weak lensing signal
imposed by the massive galaxy clusters on the background galaxies, and the third is by the
strong lensing signal. The last is discussed in detail in Chapter 15. Here we concentrate on the
first two possibilities. In recent years the maxBCG method by Koester et al. (2007) has been put
forward. maxBCG assumes that the Brightest Cluster Galaxy (BCG) sits in the centre of every
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Figure 4. Left. Number of detectable peaks in redshift bins (∆z = 0.1) for the fiducial HS (solid) and CPL (dashed) models and the
MC11 (black) and B01 (blue) cvir -Mvir relations. Right. Percentage deviation, ∆Npk/Npk = (NHS

pk −NCPL
pk )/NHS

pk as a function of z.

ng = 30 gal/arcmin2 approximately reduces the S/N ratio
by ∼ 8% which has no impact on our main results.

It is instructive to look at the S/N ratio as a function of
the cluster redshift and virial mass for a given cosmological
model. To this end, we consider the fiducial HS model with
(ΩM , n, ε) = (0.273, 1.5,−6.0) and look at how S depends on
the adopted cvir -Mvir relation. Fig. 3 shows iso -S contours
in the (z, logMvir) plane for the MC11 and B01 cases (left
and central panels, respectively). For both models, the trend
with (z, logMvir) is the same : the higher the redshift, the
larger must the virial mass be in order to attain a given S
value. This can be qualitatively explained by noting that
the integration in Eq.(32) is performed on a smaller interval
with increasing z thus reducing S/N. In other words, the
larger is the cluster redshift, the lower is number of sources
available for lensing so thatMap and hence S/N take smaller
values. In order to compensate for this reduction, one has to
increase the virial mass since Map approximately scales as
Mα

vir with α depending on the adopted cvir -Mvir relation.

The right panel in Fig. 3 compares the threshold mass
Mlim for the MC11 and B01 cases with Mlim obtained solv-
ing S(z, logMlim) = Sth. We set Sth = 4.0 in order to con-
sider only significant peaks in the aperture mass map and to
avoid spurious peaks due to the large scale structure which
could be present for lower S values (Maturi et al. 2010).
The threshold mass Mlim turns out to depend strongly on
the cvir -Mvir relation with the MC11 model requiring mass
values up to ∼ 60% larger than B01 at low z. Such a strong
sensibility to the cvir -Mvir model is not unexpected and is
a consequence of the different concentrations for the same
virial mass. As well known, the larger is cvir, the larger
is Map(zl, zs) since the effective cross section for lensing
(i.e., the area in the lens plane where the cluster shear
is stronger) is an increasing function of the concentration.
Since the MC11 relation predicts a smaller cvir value for a
given Mvir, the threshold mass must be higher to compen-
sate for the lower lensing cross section. The ratio actually
also depends on the geometrical configuration of the lens -
source system thus explaining the non monotonic behaviour
of ∆Mlim/Mlim in Fig. 3.

As a final remark, we stress that the above results are
almost independent of the underlying cosmological model.
This can be easily explained by looking at how cosmol-

ogy enters in the evaluation of the S/N ratio. First, we
note that the convergence κ depends on the integrated
Hubble rate through the lensing critical density Σcrit =
c2Ds/(4πGDdDds). This quantity only weakly depends on
cosmology since it involves an integral of a ratio of distances
over the source redshift. On the other hand, the convergence
power spectrum Pκ(ℓ) enters the total noise σap through the
σLSS term. Since the latter is typically one order of magni-
tude smaller than σc, one could actually set S ≃ Map/σc

without introducing any significant bias. Moreover, for the
HS model parameter space we are interested in, the Hub-
ble rate H(z) is almost the same as the CPL one so that
changing the (ΩM , n, ε) values has a very minor impact on
the S/N ratio and hence the threshold mass. This is indeed
what we read from the left and central panels of Fig. 3 where
the solid and dashed lines are quite close notwithstanding
ΩM taking two extreme values. We have checked that vary-
ing (ΩM , ε) shifts Mlim by less than 10% (but typically a
shift larger than 1% is difficult to get), while the threshold
mass may be considered as fully independent of n within a
very good approximation.

4 PEAK NUMBER COUNTS

Having detailed how the S/N ratio can be computed and
having determined the theoretical MF, we can now estimate
the number density of haloes with mass Mvir that produces
significant peaks in the aperture mass map. To this end, we
first have to take into account that a S/N threshold for the
weak lensing signal does not correspond to an equally sharp
threshold in halo mass because of the scatter in Map caused
by the shot noise from discrete background galaxy positions
and the intrinsic ellipticity distribution. A halo of mass Mvir

has therefore a certain probability p(Map|Mvir) to produce
an aperture mass Map which we can model as a Gaussian :

p(Map|Mvir) ∝ exp

!

−1
2

"

Map − M̂ap(Mvir)
σap

#2$

(33)

where M̂ap(Mvir) is the theoretically expected value and
σap the variance estimated above. The probability that the
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ABSTRACT

Weak gravitational lensing by galaxy clusters on faint higher redshift galaxies
has been traditionally used to study the cluster mass distribution and as a tool to
identify clusters as peaks in the shear maps. However, it becomes soon clear that
peaks statistics can also be used as a way to constrain the underlying cosmological
model due to its dependence on both the cosmic expansion rate and the growth rate of
structures. This feature makes peak statistics particularly interesting from the point
of view of discriminating between General Relativity and modified gravity. Here we
consider a general class of f(R) theories and compute the observable mass function
based on the aperture mass statistics. We complement our theoretical analysis with
a Fisher matrix forecast of the constraints that an Euclid - like survey can impose
on the f(R) model parameters. We show that peak statistics alone can in principle
discriminate between General Relativity and f(R) models and strongly constrain the
f(R) parameters that are sensitive to the non-linear growth of structure. However, we
also find a degeneracy between f(R) and dark energy models and the adopted relation
between cluster mass and concentration.

Key words: cosmology : theory – gravitational lensing – clusters : general

1 INTRODUCTION

The gravitational field of galaxy clusters distorts the im-
ages of background faint galaxies possibly leading to the
formation of spectacular giant arcs (as first observed by
Soucail et al. 1987). As pointed out by Webster (1985)
in a pioneering work, the most likely effect is, however, a
variation in the ellipticity distribution of the background
galaxies which can then be used to reconstruct the mass dis-
tribution of the lensing cluster (see, e.g., Kaiser & Squires
1993; Kaiser et al. 1995). Such a mass reconstruction
method has now become quite popular (Clowe et al. 1998;
Radovich et al. 2008; Romano et al. 2010; Huang et al.
2011) and is actually the most efficient one for intermedi-
ate and high redshift clusters where dynamical methods fail
because of the difficulties in measuring galaxy redshits.

The search for coherent image alignments can also

⋆ Corresponding author : winnyenodrac@gmail.com

be used as a way to find dark mass concentrations thus
offering the opportunity of assembling a mass selected
catalog of haloes. In particular, the aperture mass statistics
(Schneider 1996) has emerged as a valuable way to find
clusters (Hetterscheidt et al. 2005; Gavazzi & Soucail
2007; Schirmer et al. 2007) and measuring their mass
function (Dahle 2006). On the other hand, although not
originally conceived as a cosmological tool, the aperture
mass statistics allows to severely constrain cosmological
models. Indeed, the number counts of peaks in the weak
lensing maps is determined by both the cosmic expansion
rate and the growth rate of structures (entering through
its effect on the theoretical mass function). Peaks statistics
has therefore emerged as a promising tool to discriminate
among different dark energy models (Bartelmann et al.
2002; Marian et al. 2009; Dietrich & Hartlap 2010;
Maturi et al. 2010; Kratochvil et al. 2010) and constrains
primordial non -Gaussianity (Maturi et al. 2011).

Actually, dark energy is not the only way to fit
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Figure 12.1: Left Panel : Prediction of the ISW cross-correlation signal for di⇥erent values of
the dark energy density (�DE = 0.10, green line; �DE = 0.20, red line; �DE = 0.30, blue line)
for universes with flat geometry (solid lines) and universes with open geometry and no dark
energy. The ISW signal for universes with the same matter density is larger in open universes
than in flat universes. The signal is calculated for a Euclid-like photometric survey. Right panel :
The ISW cross-correlation signal for di�erent values of the growth parameter (� = 0.44, green,
dash-dotted line; � = 0.55, blue dashed line; � = 0.68, e.g. a DGP model, red short dashed).
Both figures are taken from Rassat (2007).

Figure 12.2: Contours for w and �DE from 4 redshift bins from the Euclid photometric survey
with roughly equal number of galaxies per bin (z = [0, 0.6], [0.7, 1.10], [1.1, 1.4], [1.5, 2.7]). The
direction of the degeneracy in the w � �DE plane changes with the redshift of the galaxies
considered. Figure taken from Rassat (2007).

Integrated Sachs Wolfe 
(will use Planck)

16.2. Constraining Dark Energy with Type Ia Supernovae 152
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Figure 16.2: Number of SNe of various types that are expected to be detected by Euclid in the
J band, as a function of redshift. Estimates for SNe of type Ia (dark blue shaded region), Ibc,
IIn and IIp were provided by A. Goobar based on assumptions in Goobar et al. (2008), using
SNe Ia rates from Dahlen et al. (2004) and assuming a 5 year survey that monitors a patch of
10sq deg at any time. These histograms represent the N(z) for SNe with su⇥cient sampling to
measure their lightcurve shapes (i.e. reaching 1 magnitude fainter than the peak brightness). The
light-blue shaded region shows an independent estimate of the total number of SNe Ia detections
including those only detected at peak luminosity, i.e. without full lightcurve measurements.

will allow us to measure distances in the rest-frame I-band where the scatter is only 0.13 mag
(Freedman et al. 2009).

Overall we expect that the J-band photometry from the Euclid deep survey will be the
most sensitive for supernovae, with the Y and H bands providing additional colour information.
The optical component of the deep survey will also provide useful information (for example
morphology of SN host galaxies and position of the SN within its host) but the single broad
optical R+I+Z filter is di⇥cult to calibrate for precision light-curve photometry, hence the
benefit of a coordinated ground-based optical survey. When combined with ground-based data,
‘standard’ rest frame B-band distances and rest-frame I-band distances to the same supernovae
could be compared. The large wavelength coverage can be used to study colour variations and
in turn reduce the scatter in distance measurements. This would yield a high quality Hubble
diagram in the rest-frame I-band with thousands of events to z � 0.7.

In summary, Euclid would provide much-improved extinction corrections up to z � 0.8 (plus
additional objects with 5-sigma detections to z � 1), and a rest-frame I-band Hubble diagram
with thousands of objects to z � 0.7.

16.2.2 Euclid spectroscopy of supernovae type Ia

Spectroscopy is needed in order to measure the redshift (usually from the host galaxy) and to
determine the supernova type. Euclid itself, through the deep spectroscopic survey (depth TBD
in the slitless case, or H(AB) � 24 in the DMD case), could provide spectra for the brightest

Physics and 
cosmology from SN
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Figure 3.11.4-3: Mollweide representation of the full reference survey (including location of 
calibration fields). 
 

 
Figure 3.11.4-4: Mollweide representation of the core area for reference. Because the survey 
is build by patch, a patch can sometime marginally overlap a core and a preferred area. 
 
The following figure shows the building up of the survey with time for the 6 first years. The 
green lines cumulate only the areas that are observed on the core preferred area, while the 
blue lines cumulate the full survey. 
 
At the end of year 4, the survey starts using the extended preferred area during the period of 
year when the spacecraft cannot point toward core area regions. 
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Figure 3.11.4-2: Assumption for locations of main calibrators for building the reference survey 
and implementation of the fields on the reference survey. 
 
 The implementation of the survey starts from the ecliptic pole and gradually cover the northern 
and southern galactic cap.  
 

Planetary Nebula
For Reference Survey will be assumed in the Galactic Plane

White Dwarf Calibrators
For Reference Survey will be assumed in the NEP

Open Cluster
For Reference Survey will be assumed in the Galactic Plane

VIS PSF calibrators
For Reference Survey will be assumed in the Galactic Plane

Deep field North

HST fields

Galactic Fields

Deep field South
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Figure 3.11.3-5: Expected isocontours (values in hundreds, average of Worst-Average and 
Worst-Worst cases) on the sky for clustering measured redshifts per square degree as 
observable with Euclid. These reflect the effect of dust (close to the galactic plane) and of the 
zodiacal light (max in the ecliptic plane). 
 
 
 
In Figure 3.11.3-6 we plot the average of the Worst-Average and Worst-Worst cases on the sky 
(these already take into account small area losses).  

    
Figure 3.11.3-6: In the left panel we show the histogram for the two cases WW (worst-worst; 
red, dot-dashed) and WA (worst-average; solid) for the initial area. These differ by ~10%. In the 
right panel we show the average of WA and WW for the initial and the extended (blue; dot-
dashed) areas. Vertical lines mark the median values for different cases (color coded). 
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We show below the results for the two areas.  

 
Figure 3.11.2-2: Binned values for W!! for two areas defined in Sect.2 Black diamonds are from 
the core area, triangles (for clarity w/o error bars from cosmic variance) are from the extended 
area. The power of the surveyed areas is well distributed on all scales. 

In future we will estimate in detail the impact of the difference in !! from different coverings and 
scenarios on the recovered power spectrum and the FoM. 

 
By taking into account simulations on S/N which include background and scattered light and a first 
estimate for the extinction (to be refined by detailed future simulations), the expected sky 
distribution for the WL galaxy density is shown in the following figure, where the boundary of the 
mean average, 30 /arcmin2, is in bold black. 
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Wide Survey: The first year is the more demanding in terms of amount and frequency of calibrations, which 
will be reduced in the rest of the mission. Besides pointings to specific calibration targets (white dwarfs, 
planetary nebulae, dense stellar fields), time has to be allocated for the Deep Survey. In the first year the 
Deep Survey concentrates on repeated visits of the Northern deep field. The first year targeted area for the 
Wide Survey is given in the Figure 5.4. 

The efficiency in covering new areas decreases during the progress of the mission, because the still unob-
served parts of the sky have more limited visibility. At the latest stages of the survey this causes idle time 
while waiting for regions to become visible. The ability to use this time for other purposes depends on the 
available propellant for slewing. The amount of propellant is sized by design to carry out only the required 
Wide and Deep Surveys. 

 
Figure 5.5: Targeted area for year 5. 

Deep Survey: For the Deep Survey, the preferred observational sequence is to point close to the Ecliptic 
Poles in order to have the maximum visibility throughout the year for repeated visits and to be able to survey 
the area with wide range of different rotation angles as required by the slitless spectroscopy calibrations. 

For these reasons two fields are chosen, one on the geometrical North Ecliptic Pole (NEP field), and the 
other as close as possible to the Ecliptic South Pole avoiding going over high extinction regions (Figure 5.6).  

  
Figure 5.6: Left panel: Northern Deep Field projected on a sky extinction map. Right panel: Southern Deep Field 
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                M. Meixner (1), J.-Ph. Bernard (2), D. Paradis (2,3), W. Reach (3), K. Dobashi (4), A. Hughes (5), A. Kawamura (6) and the SAGE team

We present the results of a preliminary analysis of the IR dust extended emission originated in the ISM of the LMC. We combine Spitzer SAGE and IRAS data and correlate the IR emission with gas tracers such
as HI, CO and Hα. We present a global analysis of the IR emission as well as detailed modeling of the SED of a few selected regions. Extended emission of the dust associated with the neutral, molecular and

diffuse ionized phases of the ISM is detected at all IR bands from 3.6 µm to 160 µm.  The relative abundance of the various dust species appears quite similar to those in the Milky Way in all the regions we have

modeled.  We construct maps of the temperature of large dust grains.  The temperature map shows variations in the range 12.1 <Td<34.7 K and a systematic gradient from inner to outer regions, tracing the

general distribution of massive stars and individual HII regions but also exhibits unexpected warm dust emission in the stellar bar. This map is used to derive the FIR optical depth of large dust grains.

We evidence two main departures in the LMC with respect to MW expectations: 1/ the existence of MIR excess emission near 70 µm, referred to as the 70 µm excess and 2/ departures from linear correlation

between the FIR optical depth and measured gas column density, which we refer to as FIR excess emission.

This poster summarizes the results of two recently submitted papers: Bernard et al. 2007 (4th SAGE Overview paper about LMC ISM) and Dobashi et al. 2007 (extinction study).

(1) STSci, Baltimore, USA, (2) CESR, Toulouse France, (3) SSC, Pasadena USA, (4) Tokyo Gakugei University, Tokyo Japan,  (5) CSIRO, Epping Australia, (6) Nagoya Univ., Japan

ISM in the LMC

From Spitzer/SAGE and extinction data

We constructed all-LMC maps of the temperature and FIR optical

depth of large dust grains at a resolution of 4', by combining the
Spitzer160 µm and IRAS 100 µm images.  The temperature map

shows variations in the range  12.1 <Td< 34.7 K and a systematic

gradient from inner to outer regions tracing the general distribution

of massive stars and individual HII regions. Departures from this

are also identified, in particular we evidenced a warm extended

region, within the stellar bar, which may indicate the presence of

dust heated by the old stellar population. No systematic decrease of

the temperature was evidenced towards molecular clouds. Using

the temperature map, we constructed a map of the dust optical

depth at 160 µm (see Fig. 1).

Dust Temp. and opt depth:

Fig 1: Top-Left: Spitzer/SAGE 160 µm emission, top-right: dust optical depth at 160 µm (τ160), Bottom-Left: Dust

temperature Tdust, bottom-right: FIR excess map. The HI integrated intensity contours corresponds to the Parkes

+ATCA data at 1.2, 2.4 and 4.8 1021 H/cm2. The symbols on the Tdust map show the location and size of the HII

regions from Davies et al. 1976.

We model the Spectral Energy Distribution (SED) in 3 individual

regions of the LMC (see Fig. 2)  selected to show little star

formation activity and be located away from major HII regions.

Extended dust emission associated to the neutral, molecular and
diffuse ionized phases is detected at all IR wavelengths from 3 µm

to 160 µm. The relative abundance of the various dust species

(PAH, VSG, BG) is similar to that in the Milky Way. The

integrated SED of the LMC shows lower relative PAH abundance

than individual regions, which can probably be explained by the

contribution from HII regions. PAH and VSG abundances appear

slightly higher in the molecular than in the neutral phases in the

selected regions, which we interpret as enhanced abundance of

small dust particles in unresolved haloes surrounding MCs.

Dust composition:

70 µm excess:
We show that a significant emission excess is present at 70 µm

with respect to expectation for very small grain and large grain
emission based on the 24 µm and 160 µm emission respectively.

The 70 µm excess increases gradually from the MW to the LMC

to the SMC suggesting an increase of the excess with decreasing

metallicity. The excess is essentially associated with the neutral

medium, and is generally not present in the molecular phase.  The

strongest excess region is a loop around a position just South of
30-Dor.  We show that it is possible to explain the 70 µm excess

by a modification of the size distribution of very small grains with

respect to MW standards (see Fig. 2)and an associated VSG mass

increase corresponding to 13 % of the total dust mass. We propose

that the 70 µm excess could be due to the production of large

VSGs through erosion of larger grains in the diffuse medium.

Fig 3: Left: SEDs of the entire LMC (solid),

MW plane (short dash) and SMC (long dash).

The lower curve for the LMC is after subtraction

of the stellar contribution from the SAGE PS

catalogs. The lower curves show the same SEDs

normalized in the FIR.  Data are IRAS (filled

squares), Spitzer (filled circles), FIRAS (open

diamonds), DIRBE (open circles), top-hat

(downward triangles).  The SMC SED is from

Leroy et al. 2007 and Stanimirovic 2000. Error

bars are 1-σ.

Fig 2: SEDs of selected regions in the LMC (see Fig. 1 for positions).  top-left: SED of the total

LMC, with stellar contribution subtracted.  top-right: SED of the "HI region" selected in the LMC.

bottom-left: SED of the HI associated emission around cloud "LMC-154".  bottom-right: SED of

the HI associated emission around cloud "LMC-216". All values are normalized to NH=1020 H/cm2.

Free parameters of the model are the relative abundances of PAH, VSG and BG, the radiation field

intensity. The size distribution slope of VSG was set to avsg=1 to account for the 70 mm excess.

All other parameters are set to MW values (from Désert et al. 1990).

Fig 4. Spatial distribution of the 70 µm excess emission

(color scale) compared to the NANTEN CO12(J=1-0)

integrated intensity contours at 1, 2, 4 and 8 K km/s.

The excess scale is shown in linear scale in MJy/sr.

FIR excess:
Although the dust optical depth correlates globally with the HI gas

distribution, a clear departure from a linear correlation exist. Using the

measured emissivity value towards low column density as a reference, this

leads to a FIR excess at high NH. Several possible interpretations to the FIR

excess emission were investigated, in particular the presence of an additional

gas component undetected in the available gas tracers and intrinsic variations

of the dust/gas ratio or dust optical properties. Under the assumption of

constant dust abundance and emission properties in all ISM phases, an

additional gas component would have to be as massive as the total HI mass.

We show it plausible that the FIR excess is due to self-absorption of the HI

emission.  Other possibilities include a pure H2 phase with no CO emission or

a "dark phase" similar to that evidenced in the MW by gamma-ray studies.

A systematic increase of the dust abundance with increasing gas column

density could also be responsible for the non linear correlation observed.

Under that hypothesis, the dust abundance would increase by a factor of two

from the most diffuse regions at the periphery of the LMC to the densest

regions where star are formed.  We note however that, under this hypothesis,

values of the CO-to-H2 conversion factor (XCO) are uncomfortably low (by a

factor of 2) with respect to those derived from Virial analysis of the CO data.

If an additional gas component is invoked, dust abundance in the LMC is

estimated to be about 4.6 times lower than in the MW.  If variations of the

dust abundance are invoked to explain the FIR excess, dust abundance would

vary from 4.6 to 2.3 times lower than MW from the outer to the inner regions

of the LMC. A firm conclusion regarding the origin of the FIR excess will

have to await future and more detailed studies of the SAGE data.

Extinction:
We constructed an extinction map of the LMC

using the 2-mass catalog (see Fig. 5). The map

shows a good correlation between the extinction

and the HI structure and the CO clouds, once

filtering effects are taken into account. We

performed a similar study than for IR map. The

dust absorptivity decreases systematically away

from the 30-Dor region. If this is attributed to dust

abundance, Xco values derived are ~4 times lower

than derived from Virial equilibrium of the clouds.

As for IR emission, this is indicative that an extra

gas component correlated to HI is present.

Fig 5: Extinction map of the LMC obtained from star count

in the 2-mass catalog overlaid with CO contours. Av

ranges from 0 to 5 mag

Fig 6: Dust absorptivity

(Av/NH) and Xco factor

derived from the correlation

between Av and the gas, as

a function of distance to 30

Dor. Filled Dots show

individual regions marked

in Fig. 5. The open dots

show CO virial analysis

values. The red curve

shows the result of a global

Av vs gas correlation. The

blue curve shows the same

result for FIR emission vs

gas, scaled to Av using

standard MW conversion

factor.
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Fig. 1.— Monitor Fields in the ecliptic coordinates. The boxes with solid borders (colored

blue) are the fields observed by the MIR-S channels, while those with dotted borders are

the fields observed (colored red) by the MIR-L. The uppermost red box corresponds to the

MIR-L field of observation ID 5121014-001, and the ID increases in the clockwise direction

(ref. Table 2). The background image is from the Improved Reprocessing of the IRAS Survey

(IRIS; Miville-Deschênes & Lagache 2005) Atlas at 12µm retrieved from the NASA/IPAC

Infrared Science Archive. The center of the image is at the NEP, close to which the planetary

nebula NGC 6543 is apparent. See the electronic edition of the Journal for a color version

of this figure.

~Euclid field
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Fig. 4.— Sinusoidal fittings to the sky brightnesses observed by the AKARI NEP Monitor

Observations (blue circles, green squares, and red diamonds) and the DIRBE observations

(gray triangles). Panels (a) and (c) in the left column show the observed sky brightnesses

(symbols) as functions of the Earth’s heliocentric ecliptic longitude and sine curves (dashed

lines) fitting to the symbols. Panels (b) and (d) in the right column show the residuals

after subtracting the fitting curves from the brightnesses. In each panel, we simultaneously

plot the results for three bands of MIR-S and MIR-L channels in the top and bottom rows,

respectively. The results for the DIRBE 12 and 25µm are shown in the top and bottom

rows, respectively, and drawn with gray points and lines. The error bar is drawn for each

symbol, but it is too small to be apparent. See the electronic edition of the Journal for a

color version of this figure.
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J. Pyo et al.: Brightness map of the ZE from the AKARI IRC All-Sky Survey
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Fig. 4. Residual brightness maps in the leading a) and the trailing b)
directions, after the brightness due to the Kelsall et al. (1998) IPD cloud
model has been subtracted from the AKARI observation. The projection
and grid lines are the same as those in Fig. 3.

by about 20%. For the smooth component, the emissivities at all
the three wavelengths are comparable to each other, while for the
dusts localized in the bands and the resonance seem to change
noticeably over the wavelengths. Because it is the smooth cloud
that contributes most to the zodiacal light brightness, this result
is consistent with the assumption that the SED of the observed
sky brightness is blackbody-like.

We subtracted from the observed sky brightness (Figs. 3a
and b) the model ZE brightness calculated with emissivity mod-
ifications. The resulting images of the residual brightness are
shown in Figs. 4a and b for the leading and trailing directions,
respectively. Because the resolution of COBE/DIRBE was not
fine enough to split the innermost α and β dust bands (Sykes
1988), Kelsall et al. (1998) could not implement the two bands
separately in their model. This limitation left in Figs. 4a and b
a band of residual brightness close to the ecliptic. They are be-
tween the band pairs of Kelsall et al.’s dust band 2. In Fig. 4a, we
notice two partial bands that make a rather large angle with re-
spect to the ecliptic. The one visible in the northern hemisphere
is in the longitude range from about 100◦ to 200◦, and the other
in the southern hemisphere from 270◦ to 360◦. They are called
C and F bands by Sykes (1988). In a separate paper, we will
report more details of the additional bands AKARI brought us.
Compared with the leading-direction map (Fig. 4a), the trailing
one (Fig. 4b) shows less residual features than the former. This
is because the brightness contribution from the trailing blob has
properly been corrected for in Fig. 4b. This interpretation sug-
gests to us an existence of an MMR blob leading the Earth. The
leading blob was also anticipated from dynamical simulations
(Dermott et al. 1994).

Fig. 5. Schematic diagram for the seasonal variation of NEP and SEP
brightness due to tilt of the IPD cloud’s symmetry plane. The Earth’s
positions marked by A, B, C, and D on the top frame correspond to the
abscissas labeled by the same characters. In the top frame, the upward
arrows point to the NEP while the downward ones point to the SEP.
The NEP and SEP intensities are represented by a black, solid line and
a gray, broken line, respectively, in the bottom frame.

5. Seasonal variation of the pole brightness

In the survey mode, while cruising the ecliptic plane with the
Earth, AKARI has about 14 opportunities to observe both poles
per day. Although the survey was interrupted from time to time,
we could monitor the pole brightness through the whole mission
period. In Fig. 5 we illustrate how the tilt of the symmetry plane
with respect to the ecliptic would affect the pole brightness over
an one-year period (Deul & Wolstencroft 1988; Reach 1988;
Kelsall et al. 1998). The circle marked with ⊕ represents the
Earth’s orbit and the circular plane in gray the symmetry plane.
The arrows in solid and dashed lines represent the directions of
the north and south ecliptic poles at four positions A through D.
In the bottom frame of the figure, the expected brightnesses of
the NEP and SEP are shown as functions of the Earth’s position.
The solid and dashed lines correspond to the north and south
poles, respectively. When the Earth is at position A, the line-of-
sight towards the SEP passes through the symmetry plane, while
that towards the NEP does not. Because the dust number density
is maximum in the symmetry plane, we expect the NEP bright-
ness to be dimmer than the SEP. If the Earth is at position C,
the situation is reversed and the NEP becomes brighter than the
SEP. On the other hand, at positions B and D, the NEP and SEP
brightnesses may amount to almost the same number of dust par-
ticles. Hence, the two brightnesses are comparable to each other.

The Earth’s eccentric orbit also plays an important role in the
seasonal variation of the pole brightness. While moving along
the orbit, the Earth’s distance from the Sun changes and so do
the dust temperature and density around the Earth. The dust in
the Earth’s vicinity becomes hottest when the Earth passes the
perihelion, and consequently the pole brightnesses also become
brightest. The dust density has the same effect as the tempera-
ture, provided that the dust number density decreases with helio-
centric distance and its distribution is symmetric with respect to
the Sun. Note that the brightness variations of two poles caused
by the cloud’s symmetry plane are out of phase with each other
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Euclid will challenge all sectors of the cosmological 
model:	


• Dark Energy: wp and wa with an error of 2% and 
13% respectively (no prior)	

• Dark Matter: test of CDM paradigm, precision of 
0.04eV on sum of neutrino masses (with Planck)	

• Initial Conditions: constrain shape of primordial 
power spectrum, primordial non-gaussianity	

• Gravity: test GR by reaching a precision of 2% on 
the growth exponent γ (dlnδm/dlna∝Ωmγ)	


Uncover new physics and map LSS at 0<z<2: Low 
redshift counterpart to CMB surveys

EIC & ENIS consortia:: All sky low-z cosmology

2. Theory and quest for observable, discriminating
parameters

In the last decade from new measurements of Supernovæ
and of the anisotropies in the cosmic microwave back-
ground (CMB), a coherent picture started to emerge: even
though the Universe appears to be spatially flat, matter
only makes up 25% of the critical energy today, and the
rest is something else, for which the best-known candi-
date is the cosmological constant ⇥. But it is not only
the 75% dark energy that is puzzling. Both big-bang nu-
cleosynthesis (BBN) and the CMB indicate that baryons
(the “normal” matter) only make up about 4% of the en-
ergy density today. The remaining 21% are an unknown
substance called dark matter because it is apparently in-
visible but clusters at least on large scales like pressureless
matter.

Fig. 1. E�ect of dark energy on the evolution of the Universe.

Fraction of the density of the Universe in the form of dark en-

ergy as a function of redshift z., for a model with a cosmological

constant (w=-1, black solid line), dark energy with a di�erent

equation of state (w=-0.7, red dotted line), and a modified

gravity model (blue dashed line). In all cases, dark energy be-

comes dominant in the low redshift Universe era probed by

Euclid, while the early Universe is probed by the CMB.

In general, given the plethora of possible theoreti-
cal models, it is useful to adopt a phenomenological ap-
proach and therefore some parametrisations. In the dark
energy context tne main parameter is the one for equa-
tion of state of the dark energy component, w ⇤ p/⇥.
If we can consider the Universe as evolving like a ho-
mogeneous and isotropic Friedmann-Lemâıtre-Robertson-
Walker (FLRW) universe, then the only observationally
accessible quantity is the expansion rate of the universe
H, given by the Friedmann equation, H(a)2 = (ȧ/a)2 =
(8�G/3) [⇥m(a) + ⇥DE(a)]. This equation governs the ex-
pansion law of the Universe as whole and can be studied
with geometrical tests: luminosity and angular diameter
distances are determined by integrals of 1/H, and H it-
self can be directly measured by a number of methods.

The dark energy is described by its homogeneous en-
ergy density ⇥DE and the isotropic pressure pDE, diagonal
elements of the energy momentum tensor. Any other non-
zero component of the latter would require us to go beyond

the FLRW description of the Universe. The evolution of ⇥
is then governed by the covariant conservation equations
which in this case reduce simply to

⇥̇DE = �3H(⇥DE + pDE) = �3H(1 + w)⇥DE. (1)

Conclusions can be drawn from the phenomenolog-
ical w(a): if the observed w ever deviates significantly
from �1 then a cosmological constant is ruled out, and
if w < �1 then canonical scalar field models of the dark
energy are in trouble. Once H(a) has been measured with
the needed accuracy, then w(a) can be extracted. For an
evolving w(a) a number of models can be described by
the parametrization (Chevallier & Polarski 2001, Linder
2003) w(a) = wp + (ap � a)wa obtained by Taylor ex-
pansion around a pivot expansion factor, ap, which ren-
ders errors on wp and wa uncorrelated (often one normal-
izes at present where a = 1 and the parameters plane is
w0 �wa). Then the ability of a given experiment to mea-
sure the DE equation of state can be expressed (Albrecht
et al. 2005) in terms of a ”Figure-of-Merit” [FoM], given
by FoM= 1/(�wp ⇥�wa).

Fig. 2. Growth factor of cosmic structures for the same three

models in Fig. 1. Only by measuring the geometry and the

growth of structure at low redshifts can a modification of dark

energy be distinguished from that of gravity.

The latter � are obtained by marginaliziation in the
Fisher Matrix over the many other typical parameters of
the models, such as f.i. details of the power spectrum (am-
plitude, ⇤8, primordial spectral index, n). The discriminat-
ing power of a given experiment then can immediately be
expressed graphically by ellipses in the wa�wp plane and
confronted with models predictions in the same plane (in
the w0�wa plane the ellipses are tilted, since the param-
eters are correlated). The FoM is inversely proportional
to the ellipse area. By combining present experiments this
is ⌅ O(10) (Komatsu et al. 2009), while Euclid will yield
⌅ 500 by itself and will reach ⌅ 1500 by adding the infor-
mation which will be provided by Planck (EYB).

However, there is an ambiguity present since it is pos-
sible, for instance, to ascribe the expansion history to a
scalar field potential or equivalently to construct a func-
tion f so that a f(R) type (in the Lagrangian) modified

Improve ~ 
× 10 on w 
× 20 on γ

Goals
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• Unique legacy survey: 2 billion galaxies imaged in optical/NIR to mag >24 

Million NIR galaxy spectra, full extragalactic sky coverage, Galactic sources	


• Unique database for various fields in astronomy: galaxy evolution, search for 

high-z objects, clusters, strong lensing, brown dwarfs, exo-planets, etc	


• Synergies with other facilities: JWST, Planck, Erosita, GAIA, DES, Pan-

STARSS, LSST, E-ELT etc (e.g. to do NIR from the ground would take several  

x 103 yr)	


• All data publicly available through a legacy archive 

High-z QSOs

Enormous database	

 to harvest

Euclid in context
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giannidedom ( the Cropman)

The ubiquitous symbol.. (hex U+039B)

one vowel, 	

one consonant, 	

one number

tpl = (Gh/2πc5)1/2 = 5.4 × 10−44s 

tU ∼ 8 × 1060

Λ ∼ t -2 ∼ 10−122

ρvac = Λ/8π ~10−29 g/cm3
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Possible outcomes.....

Quite useful but 
a bit dull....

Much more 
interesting!!

Λ=const

Ωm

w -1.00

-1.01

-0.99

Ωm

w -1.00

-1.01

-0.99

?!?!?

Different probes
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★ Best science (cf  Decadal) 

★ Enormous Legacy 

★ Tough but feasible

Summary: 

Stay tuned!


